PRIYANKA D. MORE
Mobile: +971-503543102; E-Mail: priyankamore123@gmail.com; AbuDhabi, UAE
JOB OBJECTIVE
Seeking middle level assignments in Software Testing with an organisation of high repute in IT sector
PROFILE SUMMARY
Professional with nearly 4 years of experience in the areas of Software Testing.



 Experienced in understanding of requirements, specification of validations and test cases for converting business
requirement into technical specifications.

 In-depth knowledge of software testing including setting up of test environment and creating test cases
 Adept in end-to-end software testing from requirement analysis to system study, preparing, executing & maintaining Test
plan, test cases, test scenarios & defect tracking.

 Well acquainted with GUI testing, Regression testing, Backend testing, Cross browser testing, Acceptance testing, System
testing, ETL testing, Functional Testing of Client/Server and Web Based Applications

 Domain knowledge in Banking and Finance, CRM and ERP domains
 Excellent analytical & logical abilities and relationship management skills
CORE COMPETENCIES
Conducting case / system / process study for project planning, scoping and tracking









Understanding the technical & functional specifications
Exposure on Requirements analysis
Interacting with team and clients and discussed about advancements and needs in the module
Enhancing the applications as well as prepared test cases for the modules worked
Managing smooth implementation and testing the application
Providing post-implementation, enhancement and maintenance support to client for application

EDUCATION

B.E. (Computer) from MIT College, Pune University India, in 2008-2009
ORGANISATIONAL EXPERIENCE
July’14 – November’ 14, Ambit Software Pvt. Ltd., Pune as QA Engineer
Role:
 Involved in Functional testing, Regression testing and Backend testing.
 Involved in deploying build on different testing servers such as Local Server, Client-UAT server, and Live Internal and
External Server.
 Present all the test reports and bugs in Mantis. Generate detailed test status reports.
 Backend testing using SQL Commands. Exploratory testing to uncover bugs.
 Coordination with development team for bug analysis and closure.

Jan’12 – Jan’14, Vishwayon Software Pvt. Ltd., Pune as Software Tester
Role:






Carried out ETL testing, functional, Backend testing and regression testing
Worked on web based and desktop applications
Took care of defect reporting, tracking & analysis and coordinated with developers for making performance reports
Performed functional testing, black box testing, GUI testing, and retesting in different stages of Software Development Life
Cycle

Highlights:

Successfully executed Bank Application testing and validated output data presented in dashboards

Bagged many appreciation from clients

Reporting Software Bugs using Defect Tracking Tool like Assembla

Defect counting, Categorization and analysis

Good hands on experience for accuracy enhancement
Apr’10 – Oct’11 with Bringiton services, Pune as Software Test Engineer
Role:
Functional requirement specifications, use case document, user interface document and converting in to test scenarios
Performed test Cases and Defect logging
Took part in test case formal review
Performed re-testing and regression testing on the Logged Defects and updated the new status






Projects Handled
Client:
Environment:
Role:
Title:
Description:

Mohamed Abdulrahman Al-Bahar UAE.
Visual Studio 2012, Asp.Net, SQL-Server 2008, Crystal report, JavaScript, HTML, IIS.
Software Tester
SalesLogix (CRM)
This is CRM project, which used Sage SalesLogix product that was mainly used for manufacturing.
There were mainly two users, Admin and Non-Admin User. As per the client requirement, this
application was customized and used following main entities such as
1. Account
2. User
3. Opportunity
4. Activities
5. Roles
These entities were linked with each other. Testing was performed on four servers such as Local Server,
Client-UAT server, and Live Internal and External Server.

Client:
Environment:
Role:
Title:
Description:

Mashreq Bank, Dubai UAE.
Visual Studio 2010, SQL Server 2008 R2, Silverlight 5.0, C#, WCF, .NET Framework 4.0
Software Tester
RAROC
This project is developed for Mashreq Bank, Dubai UAE. RAROC is a financial measurement that allows
analysts to take in to account the effect of risk when comparing profitability and performance across
various businesses. RAROC systems allocate capital for Risk and Performance Optimization. It is a Risk
Adjusted Framework for profitability measurement and profitability management. It is a tool for
measuring Risk Adjusted Financial Performance. It also helps to determine the bank’s optimal Capital
Structure.

Environment:
Title
Description:

Visual Studio 2010, SQL Server 2008 R2, Silverlight 5.0, C#, WCF, .NET Framework 4.0
PrevioRisk
It is a product of “ComponoStrategia” company. Previo Risk is an integrated solution which includes
Counterparty Credit Exposure, CVA, VaR and client-specific stress scenario based margining; what-ifscenarios; combined risk and margin rule based portfolio alerts and calculation and reconciliation of
counterparty margin and financing charges.

PrevioRisk’s power in fully configurable rule and aggregation functionality, with the best-of-breed risk
and stress testing capabilities provided by RiskMetrics Web Services.

Client:
Environment:
Title:
Description:

Solas Marine, Dubai UAE.
C#.Net2.0(BO), Vb.Net2.0(Winforms), SqlServer 2005, Crystal Report XI
Solas CORE ERP
SolasCORE provides Information storage services in the field of Safety and Survival Equipment (Life
Saving Equipment), Fire Fighting and Navigational Equipment for the Marine and offshore industries.
The application is responsible for creating the required job order sheets for the products which would
have come for servicing. Automatic calculation of Taxes, servicing charges, and
replacement charges etc. are the Key Features of product.

Client:
Environment:
Title:
Description:

Mashreq Bank, Dubai UAE.
Visual Studio 2010, SQL Server 2008 R2, Silverlight 5.0, C#, WCF, .NET Framework 4.0
Customer Portal
Customer Portal was a web based intranet portal used in banks by Traders & Risk Managers. The
Traders would be investing banks money on varies sectors such equity, commodities FX, etc. So before
dealing the trader will enquire the risk in investing money (using RISK METRICS forms). When the deal
is the done the data is recorded by the server for specific counterparty (bank).

Apr’10 – Oct’11 with Bringiton services, Pune as Software Test Engineer
Role:
Functional requirement specifications, use case document, user interface document and converting in to test scenarios
Performed test Cases and Defect logging
Took part in test case formal review
Performed re-testing and regression testing on the Logged Defects and updated the new status






Projects Handled:
Environment:
ASP .Net , C#, SQL Server 2005
Role:
Software Test Engineer
Title
OncampusPlacements.com
Description:
OncampusPlacements is an online Campus Placement Platform, where Institutes, Employersand Students
can Interact. OncampusPlacements creates a fully functional Campus Placement Website. This web site
will be marketed to various companies & institution’s to help them improving their campus placements
activity.
Title
Description:

Task manager(for manufacturing area)
Task manager is designed for small scale manufacturing area. Itworks for excellence in all the areas of
business for different divisions such as Finance, HR and Manufacturing etc inside the workshop.A system
provides the facility to store all the records so that each division of workshop can maintain their profiles.

TECHNICAL SKILLS
Testing knowledge
Database
Languages
Platform
Version Control
Tool

Manual testing (exposure)
SQL Server 2008
C, C++
MS Windows 98/ 7/ 2008 / XP/8
SVN
Assembla, Mantis

PERSONAL DETAILS
Date of Birth
Present Address
Languages Known
Location Preference
Passport No
Passport Expiry Date

:
:
:
:
:
:

11th March, 1985
Burj Mohammed bin Rashid, World trade centre, Flat no 6601, Abu Dhabi.
English, Hindi and Marathi
AbuDhabi
L2528678
12/05/2023

Place: Abu Dhabi
Priyanka D. More
Date:
(I

hereby declare that the information and fact stated herein above are true and correct to best of my Knowledge and belief).

